
8th GRADE LANGUAGE ARTS    LESSON PLAN FOR WEEK 9   ONE TASK = ONE CLASS PERIOD MRS. LESTER AND NANSTAD 

LEARNING TARGET: STANDARD = Cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports an 

analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

TASK #1 and #2: READ The Drummer Boy of Shiloh LITERATURE BOOK PGS. 330-335.  Click this 

link to access the pages from your 365 account. 

As you read this story, be making mental notes, or real notes on notebook paper about the 

character’s motivations in the story.  Also, consider what you have been reading and learning in 

social studies too about the Civil War.  When you make inferences as you read, you make logical 

guesses based on information in the story and your own knowledge and experience.  You can 

infer a character’s motivations, or the reasons for his or her feelings or actions, from details of 

what the character says or does.  For example, if a character sighs and puts her face in her 

hands, you could infer that she is sad.  By suggesting rather than stating things directly, a writer 

can better engage a reader and build suspense. 

Task #3: Complete The Drummer Boy of Shiloh Reading Skill page.  It is page 6 of this link.  

There are 3 columns on this page (Details from the Story) (What I Know from Experience) 

(Inference).  From your mental notes, or handwritten notes, please read the directions and fill 

out the boxes to show your learning and meeting the learning target listed on top of page. 

Task #4: The Drummer Boy of Shiloh questions pg. 336 literature book.  It is page 7 of this link.  

Please answer questions 1-4 and 7 and “Does Every Contribution Count.  You can use your social 

studies textbook for question #7.  You have been reading about the events that lead to the Civil 

War and about the Civil War too.  “Does Every Contribution Count” question states to share with 

a small group.  Since we are not in the classroom to complete this, please write your thoughts 

down on paper or on a Word document online.  One paragraph minimum for "Does Every 

Contribution Count.” 

Task #5: The Drummer Boy of Shiloh questions pg. 337 literature book.  It is page 8 of this link.  

On this page you can choose the vocabulary work on the top ½ of the page, or the literary 

device, idioms, at the bottom ½ of the page.  If you choose to do both, then a score of 4 will be 

considered for this week’s tasks. 

Please put your first and last name on your documents, AND your teacher’s name.  You can 

share these with your teacher using school email (lnanstad@northmasonschools.org) 

(jlester@northmasonschools.org) or the Remind app.  You can also share your documents by 

delivering them to Hawkins Middle School during office hours 8:00-3:30, or by placing them 

on your school bus when they deliver meals each weekday.  Thank you for your efforts.  We 

hope all is well with you and your family.  Take care. 
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